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not have joined it, and France and the Empire were in acute
rivalry. However, the Council which is known in history as the
Council of Trent was at last summoned, and meanwhile the
belated determination to resist the assault on the old religion
strengthened.
A powerful ally to the cause of the Counter-Reformation was
the highly disciplined order founded by St Ignatius Loyola,
a Basque gentleman who had fought as a soldier in the wars
between Spain and France, and who organized his followers on
a military model.  They came to be popularly called the Jesuits,
first by their enemies and then by the world at large, and on
account of their strict organization dominated more and more
the working of the Counter - Reformation.    On the political
or temporal side the strength of the movement lay principally
in the Habsburg house, but the head of it, the Emperor Charles
V, was menaced continually by the Turks and had insufficient
power in Germany; he had to compromise continually with the
rebellious princes and the free cities, which had looted the
endowment of religion and were therefore increasingly sup-
porting the  Protestant cause.    Later on  (in  1555), when
Charles V had abdicated and divided his huge Empire between
his son and his brother Ferdinand, it was his son, Philip, who
stood for the Counter-Reformation.   To Ferdinand went the
Empire, Austria, and the German possessions; to Philip, Spain
and South Italy, Milan and all the Low Countries, the Jura and,
of course, the great Spanish American Empire.
Wyatt's Rebellion* Philip was not as yet in 1553 the
very powerful monarch he was about to become after his father's
abdication, but everybody knew what he soon would be. The
Spanish marriage was naturally unpopular in England, especially
in London, as compared with a native marriage. The French
Ambassador took every advantage of the feeling. He and the
whole body of malcontents worked up a rebellion to depose
Mary and put Elizabeth on the throne- This rebellion had
several leaders, none of whom showed energy except one of the
Reformation millionaires called Wyatt, whose family had become
possessed of the great wealth of the Abbey of Boxley, in Kent.
In January 1554, by which time the project of the Spanish
marriage was widely known, Wyatt raised considerable forces
under the promise of help from France, and marched them on
London. There was a moment of panic in the Government,
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